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26th January 2021 
 
Dear Parent/ Carer, 
 
COVID-19 Update: 26/01/21 
 
I hope that every family had the opportunity to enjoy the snow at the weekend. The children attending the 
onsite provision for critical workers were very keen to tell us all about what they had made with the snow. 
Snow always brings so much excitement for children and provides a great opportunity for follow up writing. 
For example, a recount of what happened when it snowed, instructions for building a snowman or a poem 
about snow. 
 
I also hope that all is going well with the home-schooling and that both you and your child have become more 
settled into the routine. We have made some adjustments this week including more live lessons and the 
launch of Friday assemblies starting this week. Last Thursday, you would have received invitations sent via 
Parent Mail. There will be two assemblies hosted by me on each Friday. The first one will be for children in 
Foundation Stage and Lower School. This will start at 9:10 and the assembly at 11:30 will be for children in 
Middle and Upper School. Due to the large number of children attending, the look will be different to the usual 
live lessons, hence why the link has been sent in advance. For the tech-minded, we will be using broadcast 
mode over Teams, which basically means that your child will only be able to see me and no other children. It 
also means that I will not be able to see the children unfortunately, but this mode is the best way forward for 
having over 150 participants on at the same time. For those unable to make it, we are hoping to be able to 
record the assemblies. 
 
On Friday, you would have also received a communication from Sal Thirway, urging families to only use the 
critical worker provision as a last resort. Our numbers have been creeping up and we are approaching 
capacity in most age groups. When the numbers came in on Friday, we had to make an adjustment to the 
provision by moving our largest group to the hall to accommodate a greater number of children at a safe 
distance. As we are approaching full capacity, we now require bookings to be made by the Wednesday before 
the preceding week. 
 
We will also be launching with staff testing later this week. The school received home testing kits for staff 
yesterday and these will be collected by staff working on site throughout the week. In the event of a positive 
test, this will require critical worker bubble groups to isolate. 
 
Yesterday, a Forms questionnaire went out regarding individual devices for individual children. This is an 
opportunity to highlight to the school if your child needs to share a device at home. We would be grateful if 
you could complete this, so that we can put plans in place to ensure each child at Aldryngton has full individual 
access to a device. 
 
I hope that you all have a great week. 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
Mark Wieder 
Headteacher 
  
  
 
 


